
Overview 

The study of English is recognised as crucial in the development of a student’s 

academic and social well being. It is compulsory for all students to study an English 

Course in Years 11 and 12. Each student needs to study four units of English or 

Literature – two in Year 11 and two in Year 12.   

 

Year 12 English ATAR 

The English ATAR course focuses on developing students’ analytical, creative, and 

critical thinking and communication skills in all language modes. It encourages 

students to critically engage with texts from their contemporary world, with texts from 

the past and with texts from Australian and other cultures. Such engagement helps 

students develop a sense of themselves, their world and their place in it. 

Through close study and wide reading, viewing and listening, students develop the 

ability to analyse and evaluate the purpose, stylistic qualities and conventions of 

texts and enjoy creating their own imaginative, interpretive, persuasive and analytical 

responses. The English ATAR course is designed to develop students’ facility with all 

types of texts and language modes and to foster an appreciation of the value of 

English for lifelong learning. 

Students refine their skills across all language modes by engaging critically and 

creatively with texts. They learn to speak and write fluently in a range of contexts and 

to create a range of text forms. They hone their oral communication skills through 

discussion, debate and argument, in a range of formal and informal situations. 

 

Unit 3 – The relationship between language and genre 

Students explore representations of themes, issues, ideas and concepts through a 

comparison of texts. They analyse and compare the relationships between language, 

genre and contexts, comparing texts within and/or across different genres and 

modes. Students recognise and analyse the conventions of genre in texts and 

consider how those conventions may assist interpretation. Students compare and 

evaluate the effect of different media, forms and modes on the structure of texts and 

how audiences respond to them. Understanding of these concepts is demonstrated 

through the creation of imaginative, interpretive, persuasive and analytical 

responses. 

 

Unit 4 – The relationship between language and texts 

Students examine different interpretations and perspectives to develop further their 

knowledge and analysis of purpose and style. They challenge perspectives, values 

and attitudes in texts, developing and testing their own interpretations through 

debate and argument. Through close study of texts, students explore relationships 



between content and structure, voice and perspectives and the text and context. This 

provides the opportunity for students to extend their experience of language and of 

texts and explore their ideas through their own reading and viewing. Students 

demonstrate understanding of the texts studied through creation of imaginative, 

interpretive, persuasive and analytical responses. 

To provide for different learning styles a variety of assessment tasks are used. 

For each course of study tasks are selected from: 

• Responding – analytical essays, oral productions, reviews, feature articles 
and other expository texts, film, discussion 

• Creating – imaginative, interpretive and persuasive texts in a range of 
modes such as; short stories, poetry, letters, diary entries, oral production, 
film 

• Examination – both analytical and creative responses will be assessed in 
an examination at the end of each unit 
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